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by Édouard-Louis Dubufe

Time’s Rhymes
Having studied media eﬀects analysis in Penn State University and having been
trained in the industry, I have always had the privilege of using the professional
eye in discerning the significant communication processes in a society (history,
education, literature, media etc.) and, considering the indicators, I am convinced
that distinguishing, deciphering, segmenting and evaluating information in
relation to time and space will continue being an important forte.
Any investor, any entrepreneur, any industrialist or any strategist wouldn’t make
an important move in business life before keeping their finger on the pulse of the
industry and gathering the necessary knowledge, if not intelligence, on their aims.
However, in a media environment where those who don’t keep their finger on the
pulse are uninformed and those who do are misinformed or, similarly, in
systematic analysis that is factful, data rich but intelligence poor there is always a
deeper need for knowledge that carries educational value, for content R&D that is
focused on quality rather than quantity, for the ability to read the times and for
the competency to interpret information right.
History does rhyme after all. The mission of enlighteners is urgent today again
as it was in the time of Hume or Nasimi. The diﬀerence is that the issue doesn’t
come from the taboos of religious dogma this time but from delegitimization of
expression with educational value, populist communication, low consciousness
media, data clutter, les égrégores, fake views and pseudo-zeitgeists. We must go
beyond from merely allowing to bring light to encouraging it. The Intelligentsia.
is crafted to enlighten and to enrich.We wish you a delightful slow read! Fiat Lux!

Tofig Husein-zadeh
Executive Editor
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